Abstract. According to M. Gromov, any sequence of Riemann manifolds with uniformly bounded geometry has a subsequence that converges to a limit. It is shown here that this limit Riemann structure is Lipschitz, generates a Lipschitz geodesic flow, and consequently, as Gromov asserted, the limit distance function is of class C u . Sharpness of the results is discussed. A simple, extrinsic proof of Gromov's Theorem is included.
Introduction
As presented in [8] , M. Gromov's theory of Riemann manifolds with pinched curvature contains the following: COMPACTNESS THEOREM. Any sequence of Riemann manifolds with bounded geometry, as described below, has a subsequence of mutually diffeomorphic manifolds converging (in a certain isometric sense) to a limit Riemann manifold.
The class
c €= ^(n, A, S o , v 0 ) consists of all n-dimensional compact C°° Riemann manifolds whose absolute sectional curvature is ^A 2 , whose diameter is sg 0 , and whose volume is ^v 0 . These manifolds are said to have bounded geometry. The parameters n, A, S o , v 0 are arbitrary but fixed.
The Riemann structure g on the limit manifold M is asserted to be continuous and its distance function d is asserted to be C 11 -continuously differentiable with Lipschitz first derivatives. Since the proof of this finite differentiability has not met with complete acceptance (see [15] for instance) I offer an alternative one here. It was inspired by lectures of H. H. Wu in which he presented similar results of his and R. Green's [6] .
Here, existence of the limit Riemann manifold is established extrinsically via the cheap Whitney embedding method (see § 3) whereas Greene and Wu proceed intrinsically. In the Greene-Wu regularity analysis (and also in a similar proof given by S. Peters [17] ) harmonic coordinates and PDE estimates play an important role. They conclude that the limit Riemann structure is of class C 1 " (it has ^-Holder continuous first derivatives, v<l) in their special coordinate systems and the distance function is C 1 '", a < 1. The regularity analysis below uses less delicate coordinates and ODE estimates to prove that the limit Riemann structure is C o>1 (i.e. Lipschitz) and that its distance function is C 11 . In §4, sharpness of these differentiability results is discussed.
A flow <p on TM is a g-geodesic flow if the projection TT : TM -> M sends <p-trajectories onto g-geodesics and <p,(v) is the tangent to TT(<P,(V)).
The following definition is implicit in the work of Gromov. It specifies the type of convergence and Riemann structure to be studied.
Definition.
A sequence of smooth Riemann structures g k on M ^-converges to a continuous Riemann structure g provided: C^a) g k =t g as fc-»oo in the sense of C° Riemann structures; { < Sb) the (Levi-Civita) connection of g k stays bounded as fc->oo; the absolute sectional curvatures of g k are uniformly bounded.
We say that these g k ^-approximate g, that g is a Gromov limit, and that g is of class $.
To understand the meaning of ^-convergence, fix a finite atlas of smooth compact M-charts s4 = {il/} and express each g k in ip-coordinates. Do the same for g. Over each ij) this gives real nxn matrix-valued functions g kij (x) and g tJ (x) . The condition (^a) requires uniform convergence of the former to the latter as k -> oo and x varies in the i/>-chart. In the same vein, (®b) requires that the Christoffel symbols T' ki j(x) of g k in the i/>-coordinates stay uniformly bounded as k -* oo. Since all the first partial derivatives of the g kij respecting the ip-coordinates are determined as recombinations of the Christoffel symbols and the g kij themselves [18, p. 55 We must show e p = e*. Fix a smooth coordinate system at p. Assumption { ( &6) says that the Christoffel matrices for g k in these coordinates are uniformly bounded. Since the g^-geodesics y k solve it follows that y k is uniformly bounded, i.e. that the geodesies are uniformly C u -equicontinuous. Thus, the radii of e p and e* are of class C 
The reverse inequality is always true because, being C 1 , y|[ 0 ,i] is one of the paths over which d g (p, q) is denned by infimization. This verifies (4) . From (4) we see that both the e p -radii and the e*-radii are arc-length minimizing, unit speed, g-geodesics. We next claim def (5) Any piecewise C curve /3 from p to q = y(x) with T £ [0, r] and
Again, y(t) =e p (tv), 0 < f < 2 r . Fix a (3 as in (5) and observe that it minimizes arc-length everywhere along itself:
For otherwise there is a path from p to q, shorter than /3. To prove (5) we show (7) B is tangent to y at q. Choose smooth coordinates which are g-orthonormal at q. Let (j> be the g-angle between /3 and y at q, 0 < 0 < TT. Draw a triangle BqC in the q-coordinates so that B lies on /3, C lies on the extension of y past q, and, letting | | denote the g(^)-norm, Bq\ = \qC\. Then let B and C approach q. See figure 1. 
= {d g (p,q)-d g (B,
By lemma 1, \BC\ = (l + e)d g (B, C) with e-»0 as B and C converge to q. By continuity of g, the ratio l g (BC)/\BC\ tends to 1 as |BC|-»0. Thus, by (8),
= d g (p, q) + [(2cos(^) + e")-l]d g (q, C),
where e, e', and e" tend to 0 as B and C converge to q. If <j> ^0 then the factor inside brackets is eventually < 1 , so d g {p, C) < d g (p, q) + d g (q, C) which contradicts (4). Hence 0 = 0 and (7) TT where n is the projection of TM onto M sending each T P M onto p. Thus, from g we obtain a canonical splitting
The Sasaki Riemann structure G on TM is uniquely defined by requiring, for all veTM, Thus, the g-geodesic flow
is well defined where y is the g-geodesic with y(0) = ne TM. It is not yet clear that <p is continuous, let alone Lipschitz. Since g is of class % it can be $-approximated by smooth Riemann structures g. Their geodesic flows <p = <p,(v) are C°° and by lemma 2 they uniformly approximate <p on compact ((, u)-subsets of R x 7"M. Thus, to prove that <p is Lipschitz, it suffices to show that on compact subsets of IR x TM, <p is uniformly C 1 bounded with respect to some fixed Riemann structure G o on TM; i.e. it suffices to show (9) I'P'loo a n d || 7<P(||G 0 are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of U x TM as g "^-approximates g.
According to lemma 3 and C^b') it is equivalent to show It follows that the solution of (12) 
Proof. Let g 'S-approximate g and let $ be its geodesic flow. For any (x, y) e M x M near A, define

R x (y) = Vx(e;\y)), R y (x) = <p 1 (e;\x)), R(x,y) = {R y (x),R x (y)).
Then R is a C°° tangent vector field on a neighbourhood of A in M x M, vanishing on A only. We claim that the derivative of the distance-function dg at (x, y)^A is given by (13) T
x , y d § :T x JMxM)->R
\ ' d g (x,y)/ ie3 g where g © g is the direct sum Riemann structure on MxM.
Fix x and vary y. By the Gauss lemma, the d|-level surface passing through y is g-orthogonal to R x (y) and dg increases along the e x -radius through y as g-arc-length. Thus, since 1^(^)11 = d|(x,y). Similarly for dd^/dx. The sum of the partials is the total derivative, so (13) is proved. Write where <p is the g-geodesic flow and e is the g-exponential map. According to theorem 1 and the preceding corollary, 
Gromov Compactness
In [6] Greene and Wu show how to prove the Gromov Compactness theorem (with C 1+a distance function, a < 1) based on the intrinsic techniques of S. Peters [16] .
In contrast, here is a direct extrinsic proof. It relies on two things: (i) The almost linear charts of Jost and Karcher [14] ;
(ii) The cheap Whitney embedding method [19, p. 113-114] .
The use of (ii) parallels part of the Cheeger-Gromov Approximation theorem [3, theorem 2.5] but is considerably simpler. Along the way, the Cheeger Finiteness theorem drops out. Moreover, it would not be hard to give a quick proof of the latter result using exponential charts instead of almost linear ones. Note that lattices and intrinsic centre of mass constructions are avoided. They are all replaced by (ii).
First we discuss the almost linear charts. For each M in a class % of manifolds with bounded geometry, Jost and Karcher produce a finite C°° atlas sd of charts ip,:: U t -* W, i = 1 , . . . , N, such that (16) i/>,( t/J contains in its interior the closed ball B(r) at the origin. It is easy to refine and shrink the above construction so that for some constants (uniform over all M e <£) satisfying
we have, in addition to (16) To check this, observe that a t {p) = \ and
which verifies (23). Finally, we observe that / ( M ) is covered by a natural family of plaques, {#,}. These are graph-embedded n -discs -see [12] for some dynamic plaquation discussion. The plaque 0, is by definition Now, let h k = p°f k push ahead the Riemann structure g fc on M fc to a Riemann structure g k = /i fc »g fc on M. The coordinate expressions for g k and g^! respecting the almost linear atlasses {ip ik } are uniformly C 1 bounded, and the same must be true for any atlasses which are C 2 uniformly related to {i/^}. See [19, p. 58] . Thus, the .^-coordinate expressions for g k and gZ 1 are uniformly C 1 bounded. Choosing a subsequence, we may assume that g k converges to a Lipschitz Riemann structure g on M. Curvature, diameter, and volume are intrinsic, so the sequence (M,g k ) has bounded geometry; that is, g k $-converges to g on M.
By theorem 2, its distance function d is C 1 ' 1 and this is exactly what Gromov asserted:
A subsequence of (M k , g k ) becomes more and more isometric to (M, g) where g (is Lipschitz and) has C 1 1 distance function.
